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For in vivo magnetic resonance imaging at high field (≥3 T) it is
essential to consider the homogeneity of the active B1 field
(B1�), particularly if surface coils are used for RF transmission.
A new method is presented for highly rapid B1� magnitude
mapping. It combines the double angle method with a
B1-insensitive magnetization-reset sequence such that the
choice of repetition time (TR) is independent of T1 and with a
multislice segmented (spiral) acquisition to achieve volumetric
coverage with adequate spatial resolution in a few seconds.
Phantom experiments confirmed the accuracy of this technique
even when TR �� T1, with the side effect being lowered SNR.
The speed of this method enabled B1� mapping in the chest
and abdomen within a single breath-hold. In human cardiac
imaging, the method enabled whole-heart coverage within a
single 16-s breath-hold. Results from phantoms and healthy
volunteers at 1.5 T and 3 T are presented. Magn Reson Med
55:1326–1333, 2006. © 2006 Wiley-Liss, Inc.
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For in vivo MRI at high field (�3 T) it is essential to
consider the homogeneity of the active B1 field (B1�),
particularly if surface coils are used for RF transmission.
The B1� field is the transverse, circularly polarized com-
ponent of B1 that is rotating in the same sense as the
magnetization. When exciting or manipulating large col-
lections of spins, nonuniformity in B1� results in nonuni-
form treatment of spins. This leads to spatially varying
image signal and image contrast and to difficulty in image
interpretation and image-based quantification. The B1�
field experienced by spins within the body is influenced
by several factors including the distance from the RF trans-
mit coil, tissue dielectric constant, and factors related to
the body size and RF wavelength. In high-field (�3 T)
abdominal, cardiac, and neuro imaging, B1� inhomogene-
ity on the order of 30–50% has been predicted and ob-
served (1–4). When using surface coil transmission, even
greater variations in B1� can be observed over typical
imaging FOVs (5,6).

There are several existing B1� mapping methods based
on measurements at progressively increasing flip angles
(7), stimulated echoes (8), or signal ratios (5,9–14). The
most simple and straightforward of these methods is the

double-angle method, which involves acquiring images
with two flip angles � and 2�, where TR �� T1 such that
image signal is proportional to sin(�) and sin(2�), respec-
tively. The B1� field is derived from the ratio of signal
magnitudes. Previous double-angle approaches (9,10,12)
have been limited by the requirement of long TRs and
therefore long imaging times and motion compensation
issues. While accurate in static body regions, these meth-
ods are not practical in areas of the body that experience
motion, such as the chest and abdomen.

The proposed method combines a double-angle method
with (1) a B1-insensitive magnetization reset sequence at
the end of each data acquisition, which lifts the depen-
dence of TR on T1 and enables rapid imaging, and (2) an
interleaved spiral readout (15,16), enabling multislice ac-
quisition of B1� maps in a short time (a single breath-
hold). Phantom and in vivo validation data are presented
along with B1� homogeneity measurements in the heart at
3 T.

THEORY

The proposed method uses an adaptation of the double
angle method (DAM) described previously (9,10). Such
methods allow calculation of a flip-angle map, which is an
indirect measure of the B1� field. Two images are ac-
quired: I1 with prescribed tip angle �1 and I2 with pre-
scribed tip angle �2 � 2�1. All other signal-affecting se-
quence parameters are kept constant. For each voxel, the
ratio of magnitude images satisfies

I2�r�

I1�r�
�

sin �2�r� f2�T1, TR�

sin �1�r� f1�T1, TR�
,

where r represents spatial position and �1(r) and �2(r) are
tip angles that vary with the spatially varying B1� field. If
the effects of T1 and T2 relaxation can be neglected, then
the actual tip angles as a function of spatial position satisfy

��r� � arccos�� I2�r��
2I1�r�

��.

A long repetition time (TR �5 T1) is typically used with
the double-angle methods so that there is no T1 depen-
dence in either I1 or I2 (i.e., f1(T1,TR) � f2(T1,TR) � 1.0).
Instead, the proposed method includes a magnetization-
reset sequence after each data acquisition with the goal of
putting the spin population in the same state regardless of
whether the � or 2� excitation was used for the preceding
acquisition (i.e., f1(T1,TR) � f2(T1,TR) � 1.0).

The RF pulse used for saturation of the magnetization
must destroy Mz over a range of B1� values since this
sequence is intended for use in areas with inhomogeneous
B1�. Two classes of RF pulses that meet this requirement
were investigated: composite pulse trains (17) and BIR4
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pulses (18). The performance of these waveforms as satu-
ration pulses is shown in Fig. 1. The particular BIR4 pulse
investigated is much better in terms of insensitivity to B1�
and B0 inhomogeneity, but comes at the price of a sixfold
increase in the pulse duration and in the anticipated spe-
cific absorption rate (SAR). An undesired feature of both
pulses is that both tip some magnetization back onto the
longitudinal axis (see Fig. 1b and e). To reduce the result-
ing T1 weighting, T2 decay can be relied upon to eliminate
this component, or the saturation pulse can be applied
multiple times, with crushers in between each pulse.

METHODS

Imaging Sequence

The pulse sequence (illustrated in Fig. 2) consists of an
imaging sequence and a magnetization reset sequence. The
imaging sequence contains a tip pulse, readout, and gra-
dient spoiler, while the reset sequence contains a nonse-
lective saturation pulse (17) (which is insensitive to both
B1 variations and off-resonance) and a gradient spoiler.
The prescribed flip angles prescribed are �1 � 60° and �2

� 120°. In our experiments, spiral readouts were chosen
because of their efficiency, good flow properties, and short
echo time; however, alternate k-space segmentations such
as echo planar imaging (EPI) (19) may be substituted. The
spiral readouts were 16 ms in duration, and only a portion
of those data were used during reconstruction depending
on off-resonance, resolution, and SNR considerations.
Gridding reconstruction (non-Cartesian sampling) and coil
combination (multicoil imaging) was performed prior to
“double-angle” processing.

Because B1� profiles are usually quite smooth, in cases
where SNR was lacking, we opted to use only the first 4 or
8 ms of each readout, which maintains the same FOV, but
reduces the spatial resolution (	x 	y) and reduces the total
readout time Tread. The net effect on SNR is an increase. To
reduce ringing artifacts caused by k-space truncation, a
radial Hamming window was applied to gridded k-space
data before inverse Fourier-transforming.

As shown in Fig. 2, the acquisitions contributing to I1
and I2 are interleaved and can be cardiac gated if neces-
sary. Multiple slices are covered sequentially in each rep-
etition and can share a single contrast preparation pulse

FIG. 1. Bloch equation simulations show-
ing the performance of B1-insensitive satu-
ration pulses: (a–c) The residual longitudinal
magnetization after application of a 1.2-ms
45x–90y–90x–(
45y) composite pulse. The
direction of the magnetization before each
pulse is shown on the plots. (d–f) The resid-
ual longitudinal magnetization after applica-
tion of an 8-ms BIR-4 pulse (hyperbolic se-
cant envelope with � � 5, � � 1.6 as defined
in (18)). Both pulses saturate Mz and leave
My in the transverse plane (dark regions) as
desired, but tip Mx back to the longitudinal
axis (see b and e). The consequence of this
is discussed in Theory.
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(such as a FATSAT) and share a single nonselective mag-
netization saturation pulse as shown. The imaging excita-
tions are slice selective, while the contrast preparation and
saturation pulses are not spatially selective.

Experimental Methods

Studies were performed on GE Signa 1.5T and 3T scanners
(GE Healthcare, Waukesha, WI, USA) with EXCITE hard-
ware. Both scanners were equipped with gradients capable
of 40 mT/m amplitude and 150 T/m/s slew rate and a
receiver capable of 2-s sampling (�250 kHz). The com-
posite saturation pulse tested in Fig. 1 was used in all

SDAM measurements. In phantom studies, a head coil was
used for RF transmission and reception. In static in vivo
validation studies either a head coil or extremity coil was
used for RF transmission and reception. In abdominal and
cardiac studies, a body coil was used for RF transmission
and four-channel phased array coil was used for signal
reception. Synchronization with the cardiac cycle was
achieved with prospective triggering based on an infrared
plethysmograph that monitors blood volume in a finger
(20). The institutional review boards of Stanford Univer-
sity and the University of Southern California approved
the imaging protocols. Each subject was screened for mag-

FIG. 3. Phantom validation study: A large
ball phantom (T1 of 345 ms) was centered at
the end of the birdcage head coil. Half of the
phantom was within the coil, and half was
outside. The top row contains (a) the 2� flip
angle image, (b) the � flip angle image, and
(c) the computed flip angle map, all with
TR � 3 s and with a line showing the column
plotted in (d). Plots of the flip angle variation
are shown in (d), with the dashed line show-
ing the reference (long TR) and the solid
lines showing measurements with SDAM
with TR of 1000, 500, and 100 ms overlap-
ping. The discrepancy between the 100-ms
curve and the others is discussed in the
text. The scan time with 500 ms TR was 8 s.
The in-plane resolution was 2 mm and the
slice thickness was 5 mm.

FIG. 2. SDAM pulse sequence with spiral acqui-
sitions. Full images are acquired with a prescribed
� and prescribed 2� flip angle. A B1-insensitive
saturation pulse is used to reset the magnetization
after each acquisition set. The acquisition of mul-
tiple slices is achieved as shown in (a). Contrast
preparation such as a FAT-SAT can be used prior
to imaging. The (b) imaging sequence consists of a
simple slice-selective excitation, followed by a
short spiral readout, and a dephaser. The (c) reset
sequence consists of a B1-insensitive and non-
spatially selective saturation pulse followed by a
dephaser. As shown in (d) acquisitions can also be
cardiac gated, to prevent cardiac motion artifacts.
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netic resonance imaging risk factors and provided in-
formed consent in accordance with institutional policy.

To validate the accuracy of the method, B1� measure-
ments were made in a phantom and normal volunteers. In
the phantom study, the new method was used with TR
ranging from 1 s to 100 ms. This was compared with a
reference double-angle method consisting of two sequen-
tial gradient-echo scans using a long TR of 3 s and Carte-
sian k-space sampling. The phantom was spherical with
18 cm diameter and consisted of distilled water doped
with copper sulfate. The T1 of the phantom was 345 ms as
measured using an inversion-recovery sequence. A
quadrature transmit/receive head coil was used, with the
phantom positioned halfway out the end of the coil to
produce an inhomogeneous B1�. A linear transmit/receive
extremity coil was used to produced a B1� map in the leg
of a normal volunteer, both with the new method and the
reference double-angle method with a long TR (3 s). The
B1� field was inhomogeneous where the leg extended
beyond the coil. Last, for comparison with previous stud-
ies (4), measurements were made of the B1� homogeneity
in a human head at 3 T using a standard birdcage head coil
for RF transmission and signal reception. Maps made with
TRs ranging from 3000 to 400 ms were compared.

Abdominal B1� maps covering the lower liver were
acquired in two healthy volunteers at 3 T. Scan planes
were localized using a standard three-plane localizer, and
six axial slices were prescribed spanning the liver. Fat
saturation was used in both subjects. B1� maps of six
slices were acquired in a 16-s scan with a 1-s TR (8 spiral
interleaves � 2 flip angles). This was repeated with a
500-ms TR (8-s scan) and 250-ms TR (4-s scan).

Cardiac B1� maps were acquired in four healthy volun-
teers at 3 T. Short-axis and long-axis views were localized
using the GE I-drive real-time system. In each volunteer,
eight parallel short axis slices were prescribed spanning
the left ventricle from base to apex (base was slice 1 and
apex was slice 8). Fat saturation was used in all subjects.
Acquisitions were cardiac gated (using a plethysmograph),
with imaging occurring in mid-diastole, and were per-
formed during breath-holds. Whole-heart coverage was
achieved in a single breath-hold of 20 R-R intervals (14 to
25 s with heart rates of 48 to 85 beats/min).

RESULTS

Static Validation

Figure 3 contains images and flip angle profiles from the
ball phantom experiment with the ball at the edge of a
transmit-receive head coil, producing a highly inhomoge-
neous B1� field. The flip angle profiles measured with the
reference method and with SDAM are shown in Fig. 3d.
Good agreement with the reference method (dashed line)
was observed. As TR is reduced, the SNR decreases (due to
reduced T1 recovery time), but there is no identifiable
distortion in the flip angle profile. The curve for TR �
100 ms deviates from the others in the region with very
low SNR. This was investigated and was found to result
from low-amplitude artifacts in the spiral images. These
artifacts are likely due to system instabilities and only
became significant relative to the desired signal when the
SNR is low.

Figure 4 contains images and flip angle profiles from the
human leg experiment in the extremity coil. Again, the
profiles collected with SDAM (Fig. 4c) show excellent
agreement with each other and with the reference. As TR is
reduced, the SNR moderately decreases, as expected. It is
interesting to note that tissues with sufficiently short T2

cause an error in the B1� map (arrow) because, for these
tissues, flip angle will not scale linearly with RF amplitude
(21).

Figure 5 contains images and flip angle profiles from a
human head scan at 3 T. The SDAM profiles collected with
TR of 2 s and 400 ms show excellent agreement, even for
TR � T1. The anatomic image shows the expected center
brightening that can result from dielectric effects (22), and

FIG. 4. Validation in a human leg at 1.5 T: (a) anatomic image, (b)
B1� map, (c) B1� profiles along the line shown in (b) using DAM
(TR � 3 s, dashed line), and SDAM with TR � 1 s, 500 ms, and
100 ms (solid lines). The arrow indicates a region with short T2 where
an error in the B1 map occurs. The scan time with TR of 100 ms was
1.6 s. The in-plane spatial resolution after windowing was 7 mm and
the slice thickness was 5 mm.
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the flip angle map shows a corresponding elevation toward
the center of the head. It should be noted that the center-
brightening seen in Fig. 5a is due to a combination of the
effects of B1� during transmit and B1
 during signal ac-
quisition (23), with the spatial pattern for each being dif-
ferent. By using the ratio of signals, the B1
 distribution
is factored out in double-angle methods such as SDAM.
The observed flip angle elevation is in agreement with

other published flip angle measurements in the head at
3 T (4).

Breath-Held Measurements

Representative abdominal B1� maps from one volunteer
are shown in Fig. 6. Six slices were acquired in a single
breath-hold. Focusing on the the fourth slice, Fig. 6 con-

FIG. 5. Validation in a human head at 3 T.
(a) The � image and (b) the computed flip
angle map and (c) plots of the flip angle
variation in the left/right direction, acquired
with SDAM with TR of 2000 (solid) and
400 ms (dashed). The scan time with TR of
400 ms was 10 s. The images in (a,b) are
from the TR � 2000 ms scan. As expected,
the B1� profile is parabolic in shape. The
in-plane spatial resolution after windowing
was 4.2 mm and the slice thickness was
5 mm.

FIG. 6. Abdominal B1� maps in a healthy
volunteer at 3 T with short repetition times.
A six-slice acquisition was repeated with
TR � 1 s, 500 ms, and 250 ms, with acqui-
sition time of each scan being 16 � TR. Flip
angle maps (black � 0°, white � 60°) of slice
4 from all three datasets are shown in (a),
with the flip angles along the dotted line
plotted in (b). Note that the flip angle maps
retain accuracy even for short TRs, with the
primary side effect being lowered SNR due
to the shorter saturation recovery time. The
in-plane spatial resolution after windowing
was 10 mm and the slice thickness was
5 mm.
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tains the flip angle maps derived using the three different
TRs. Except for moderately decreased SNR, there were no
identifiable artifacts observed when TR was shortened.

Representative cardiac B1� maps are shown in Figs. 7
and 8. Magnitude images and flip angle maps for all slices
are shown in Fig. 7. Focusing on a mid-short axis slice

(slice 4), Fig. 8 contains magnitude images for I1 and I2,
along with the derived flip angle map. Plotting a line
through the image, B1� appears to decrease for locations
further from the chest wall and rise again closer to the
midpoint of the body. It is also interesting to note that for
a prescribed flip angle of 60° (with transmit gain calibrated

FIG. 7. Cardiac B1� maps in a healthy
volunteer at 3 T. B1� maps of eight parallel
slices were acquired in one 18-s breath-
hold. For each slice, magnitude images (top
row) and flip angle maps (bottom row) are
shown with black � 0° and white � 60°.
Note that the eight slices are of slightly dif-
ferent cardiac phase and that SNR is suffi-
ciently high. The in-plane resolution after
windowing was 10 mm and the slice thick-
ness was 5 mm.

FIG. 8. Cardiac B1� maps in a healthy
volunteer at 3 T. (a–c) show the magnitude
images and flip angle map from a mid short
axis slice (slice 4 from Fig. 7). The flip angles
along the dotted line are shown in (d), illus-
trating experienced flip angles between 22
and 50°, when a 60° flip angle was pre-
scribed. The in-plane resolution after win-
dowing was 10 mm and the slice thickness
was 5 mm.
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using standard prescan), the flip angles experienced by
myocardium were actually in the 25–45° range, which is a
substantial deviation.

The level of inhomogeneity observed (100%) and the
general shape of B1� variation are consistent with pub-
lished references (3), and with SDAM, were acquired in
substantially shorter scan time.

DISCUSSION

SNR of the acquired images is dependent on the saturation
recovery time TSR, with image SNR � 1 
 e
TSR/T1. As a
natural consequence, shorter TRs result in lower TSR (see
Fig. 2a), lower SNR, and noisier B1� maps. In addition,
because the different slices in a multislice acquisition have
different recovery times, SNR of the B1� maps increases
from the first slice to the last. When using a very short TR,
it may be beneficial to place the most important slices last
in the multislice acquisition block (see Fig. 2). In addition,
the double-angle method uses a nonlinear computation,
Eq. [2], which results in further noise amplification in
areas where �(r) is small (near 0°) or large (near 90°). To
mitigate problems associated with low SNR the image
resolution was limited to pixel sizes of several millimeters.
This was done by applying a Hamming window to the
k-space data in order to truncate the data without causing
a ringing artifact. Because of the circular k-space coverage,
a Hamming window that varied with the radial distance
was used. The effect of this windowing operation is a
slightly lower spatial resolution than would be expected
from the extent of the data in k-space (24). This effect will
be negligible in most cases because B1� variations are
typically smooth.

The key component of the proposed sequence is the
robust magnetization saturation. The effectiveness of the
saturation used in these experiments was demonstrated by
varying the TR and this showed negligible change in the
B1� maps. Although a short composite pulse was used
here, there are many possibilities for saturation pulses that
are insensitive to B1 and B0 inhomogeneity and the appro-
priate pulse can be chosen for different applications. It is
likely that the most robust method would be a long train of
adiabatic refocusing pulses; howeve, this would come at a
price in minimum TR and RF heating. The basic idea of
resetting the magnetization to remove T1 weighting could
be extended to other methods for measuring B1� as well,
such as phase-based methods in which the flip angle is
converted into phase in the transverse plane by applying a
90° (B1� insensitive) plane-rotation pulse (25).

With very short TR, such as when TR �� T2, there is a
possibility that stimulated echoes could form. These can
be avoided by modulating the size of the dephaser after the
saturation pulse. Given that the total number of applica-
tions of the saturation pulse is not large (twice the number
of spiral interleaves), dephasers with relative areas that are
geometrically increased could be used to remove the pos-
sibility of stimulated echoes.

The current multislice acquisition may be affected by
flow between acquisitions. The use of a spatially nonse-
lective saturation pulse alleviates this problem to some
degree, as all magnetization within the sensitive region of

the transmit coil (and within the parameters of the partic-
ular saturation pulse; see Fig. 1) will be saturated. How-
ever, spins from adjacent slices may flow into one another
during the multislice acquisition, disturbing the steady
state established by the saturation pulse. However, this
effect will be fairly consistent from measurement to mea-
surement if cardiac gating is used. If flow is irregular, B1�
estimates in blood or regions of flow may be discarded.
This is not an issue for single-slice mapping.

For cardiac applications, there is the consideration of
arrhythmia, or otherwise irregular R-R intervals. This will
cause unequal amounts of saturation recovery time among
k-space segments, which can result in image artifacts, and
errors in the B1� maps that have not been yet been ana-
lyzed. Also, our initial implementation requires a breath-
hold, which some patients may not be able to perform.
However, with the introduction of a navigated acquisition,
these limitations can be alleviated.

There are numerous applications for B1� information
that are anticipated to be useful. One possibility is adjust-
ing the RF power dynamically to achieve the desired flip
angle in regions of interest. Also, it is possible to design RF
pulses “on-the-fly” to compensate for smoothly varying
B1� components (4,26). For some applications, such as
transmit SENSE (27,28), a flip-angle dynamic range may be
required that is larger than that supported with the arccos
relationship of Eq. [2] (about 20 dB). In this case, the
method could be applied multiple times, with the flip
angle increased upon successive measurements to im-
prove the dynamic range. The speed of the method makes
such multiple acquisition schemes feasible. Besides the
flip angle, the phase of the B1� field may also be desired.
To do this, an additional data acquisition could be per-
formed using an adiabatic half-passage for the excitation
pulse (25). The x- and y-components of the resulting mag-
netization would correspond to the x- and y-components
of B1�.

CONCLUSIONS

B1� mapping is becoming an integral part of prescan cal-
ibration in high-field MRI and MRI with surface transmit
coils. The SDAM can yield volumetric B1� maps with
adequate spatial resolution in just a few seconds. This has
substantial implications for high-field neuroimaging and
for the first time enables rapid cardiac and abdominal B1�
mapping within the duration of a breath-hold (necessary
for time-efficient motion suppression).
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